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Abstract—The relevance of this paper to the topics of the 

conference is that this paper provides a contribution to the 

area of systems communications, since this paper participates 

in the improvement of the Wireless Response Systems (WRS). 

In more detail, the rapid development of computer and 

wireless technologies improves many aspects of daily life. The 

objective of this research is to develop a database for the WRS 

in order to gain an efficient, fast, and reliable database 

management system. Furthermore, this research proposes a 

generic database structure for the Wireless Response System. 

Moreover, it investigates and studies advanced database 

indexing techniques and then performs a comparison between 

them. Subsequently, this work makes an argument to find out 

the most appropriate indexing technique for the WRS. 

Consequently, this research has achieved a great deal of 

success and has met the objectives and aims. To conclude, a 

framework for the Wireless Response System database has 

been developed. Additionally, the B+ Tree and Hash indexing 

techniques have been examined successfully. Thus, it is found 

that the B+ Tree is a powerful technique for this particular 

system.    

 

Keywords-wireless response system; student response system; 

indexing techniques. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Since mobile computing has grown rapidly in recent 

years, it has been involved in many life aspects such as e-

commerce, e-education etc. The Student Response System 

(SRS) is an example of the e-education aspect. The SRS has 

improved the learning environment [1]. Moreover, the 

revolution in smart phone devices, Personal Digital 

Assistant (PDA) and other software development platforms 

has provided much support for the SRS. These devices have 

many advantages such as touch screens and Wi-Fi access 

which also gives them a great opportunity to be used as 

clickers [2].  The development of handheld devices has 

provided a motivation for developing the Wireless Response 

Systems (WRS) [3][4].    

Database Management systems (DBMS) are widely used 

as a method for manipulating large datasets. Indexing 

technology is used by these systems to enable fast access to 

stored data. The index structures are additional files that 

provide alternative methods to access the data without 

affecting the physical placement of data on the disk. In fact, 

large databases need to be indexed to meet performance 

requirements [5][6].  

Objectives and Aims: It is an attempt to enhance the WRS 

by proposing an appropriate generic architecture for the 

WRS database. This research concentrates on the 

development of an evolutionary scheme to support future 

improvement of the WRS and mobile computing technology 

in the education field. Subsequently, develop this proposal 

by using MySQL technology. The research will also 

investigate the possibility of implementing an appropriate 

advanced indexing technique for the WRS in order to gain 

an efficient and reliable system.   
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 

Section II discusses related works. Section III defines 
database structure for the WRS as a case study. Section IV 
describes the methods and explains the implementation of 
the design. Section V shows the results and discusses them. 
Section VI concludes the work and recommends some future 
work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Student Response System : 

SRS has been used for many years, usually in large 
classes and lectures to increase the involvement of the 
student in the learning process. Traditionally, it began as a 
clicker device used to transfer student responses to the 
teacher or instructor as a receiver. The SRS has many 
different names such as clickers, personal response system, 
audience response system etc. The SRS has shown efficiency 
as a tool for improving the educational environment [7][8]. 
The EduMECCA SRS project was a part of the European 
funded Lifelong Learning Program. The aim of this project is 
to develop an easy to use SRS for iPod Touch and iPhone 
and PC. It is also to provide instructors and teachers with a 
new tool to improve the integration between the students and 
the teachers [7]. This SRS uses broadly tablet PCs and smart 
mobile devices, which can be connected to the internet, for 
collection of student responses [9]. There are some 
assessments and study cases that show how the SRS has 
contributed to improvement of the educational environment. 
For instance, the EduMECCA SRS tool was used by the 
University of Buckingham as a pilot study in a number of 
courses. The feedback shows that the WRS has a positive 
impact on student learning [9]. Another example is that an 
assessment of the effects of SRS on student learning and 
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attitudes over a number of courses at the Department of 
Biology, New Mexico State University shows that the use of 
SRS in classes had a positive effect on student performance 
in all biology courses [10]. 

B. Database Management System for the Wireless 

Response System  

There are number of DBMS available such as:  

1) Relational Database Management System: There are 

many types of Relational Database Management Systems 

(RDBMS) in the market such as My-SQL, Oracle, MS SQL 

server, MS Access. Additionally, many well-known firms 

use My-SQL for their systems, for instance YouTube, social 

networks, and Wikipedia [1]. 

2) Object-Relational Database Management System : it 

is similar to RDBMS. The difference is the Object-

Relational Database Management System (ORDBMS) is 

based on supporting an object oriented database model such 

as class, objects, and inheritance. The objective of 

ORDBMS is to connect Entity Relationship with Object-

Relational Mapping [3]. 

3) Object Database Management System: it is also 

called Object-Oriented Database. The Object Database 

Management System (ODBMS) is a kind of database that 

stores objects rather than data such as numbers, integers, 

and strings [1]. 

4) XML Database Management System: It is an 

advanced database technology which considers data as an 

XML format. The XML Database Management System 

(XDBMS) has the advantage that data can be queried in 

many different formats. There are mainly two kinds of XML 

database, namely XML Enabled and Native XML. XML has 

a great deal of advantages such as: efficiency, eliminating 

redundancy, fast, simple, strong, and object-oriented and 

relational  [1][11]. 
The database technology for the WRS system was 

considered by the XDIR group at Huddersfield University 
[1]. It is an important step and it was proposed that using 
RDBMS is perhaps the most appropriate method [1].   

C. Database Indexing Techniques:  

The aim of database indexing is to improve the 
performance of the system. This goal can be achieved by 
making the retrieval of the data very fast. Therefore, 
indexing is a vital task to ensure a massive database is 
efficient and robust [3]. There are many indexing techniques. 
However, there is no indexing technique that is all-powerful 
and ideal for all types of queries. As far as classifications of 
indexing techniques are concerned, there are different kinds 
of classifications, each of which is based on particular 
criteria. Nevertheless, generally speaking, there are two 
kinds of indices, namely ordered indices and hash indices 
[5][12]. Ordered indices: this sort of index is based on a 
sorted ordering of data.  Hash indices: such index is based on 
the values being distributed across a range of buckets [12]. 
Ordered Indices: we use index structure in order to get quick 
access to data. Each index structure is associated with a 

specific search key. A file may have a number of indexes 
[12]. 

1) Primary Index: in this kind of index we assume that 

data are sorted sequentially on a search key. These types of 

indices are developed for applications that request 

sequential and random access [12].  There are two types of 

ordered indices as follows. First, dense Indices is seen in 

every record of the file. The index record has a pointer to 

the first data record in the file/table/relation that has its 

search-key value; since it’s a clustering index, all other 

records with that search-key value will be known to follow 

that record [12]. Second, sparse Indices: A sparse index 

holds index records only for some of the search-key values 

that are known. Sparse indices must be clustering – the 

sparse approach doesn’t make sense for non-clustering 

indices. 

2) Secondary Index: it provides a secondary way of 

accessing data. This data might be ordered, unordered, or 

hashed. B+ Tree indexes have been broadly used in data 

heavy systems to ease query retrieval. It is widely accepted 

due to height balanced tree [13]. In more detail, each path 

from the root of the tree to a leaf of the tree is the same 

length. Moreover, this indexing technique is the most 

widely used since it keeps its efficiency in the insertion and 

deletion data. B+ Tree indexes are an alternative to indexed-

sequential files. The disadvantage of indexed-sequential 

files is that the performance degrades as the file grows, 

since many overflow blocks get produced. Periodic 

reorganization of the entire file is required. Advantage of 

B+ Tree index files are as follows: it automatically 

reorganizes itself with small, local, changes, in the face of 

insertions and deletions. Reorganization of the entire file is 

not required to maintain performance. The disadvantage of 

B+ Tree indexes is extra insertion and deletion overhead, 

space overhead. The advantages of B+–trees outweigh the 

disadvantages, and they are used extensively. Moreover, B 

Tree supports access concurrency, which is an important 

feature of the WRS. This maximizes access concurrency by 

multiple users  [14][15][16]. 
Hash index: The disadvantage of sequential file indexing 

techniques is that there is a need to access the index structure 
to access the data or alternatively use a binary search. The 
consequence of this technique is more I/O operations. The 
hash index technique needs no such mechanism [12].  The 
hash index technique is another type of primary index file 
organization that is based on hashing, which provides very 
fast access to records under certain search conditions. This 
organization is usually called a hash file. The search 
condition must be an equality condition on a single field, 
called the hash field. In most cases, the hash field is also a 
key field of the file, in which case it is called the hash key  
[17]. The main advantage of hash tables over other table data 
structures is speed. This advantage is more apparent when 
the number of entries is large (thousands or more). Hash 
tables are particularly efficient when the maximum number 
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of entries can be predicted in advance, so that the bucket 
array can be allocated once with the optimum size and never 
resized. If the set of key-value pairs is fixed and known 
ahead of time (so insertions and deletions are not allowed), 
one may reduce the average lookup cost by a careful choice 
of the hash function, bucket table size, and internal data 
structures. In particular, one may be able to devise a hash 
function that is collision-free, or even perfect. In this case the 
keys need not be stored in the table [18]. 

D. Comparison of B+ Tree and Hashing indexes:  

Selecting criteria for suitable comparison is a 

sophisticated task in many cases. Broadly speaking, there 

are four methods by which indexing techniques can be 

compared with respect to these criteria, namely direct 

argument, mathematical modelling, simulation, and 

experimentation [19]. Perhaps this research will just use the 

argument method as the research for selecting the most 

appropriate technique for the WRS [19][20].  
Criteria of Comparison: there are many criteria by which 

index techniques can be compared, such as space 
requirement, CPU time, and memory requirement, overall 
speed etc. [19]. Perhaps we need to consider some of these 
criteria in case of addition, modification and deletion of 
records.  Having studied the B+ Tree and Hashing indices, 
the results will be summarised in a couple of tables to show 
the advantages and disadvantages for each of these 
techniques. Table number I shows the advantages and 
disadvantages of the B+ Tree index technique [20][21][22].  
Table number II illustrates the advantages and disadvantages 
of the Hash index technique [23].  

III. CASE STUDY: DATABASE STRUCTURE FOR 

THE WIRLESS RESPONSE SYSTEM  

Background: The WRS is being developed by the XDIR 
Research Group. This system is based on a wireless network 
environment by using the most recent smart phones and 
handheld devices [2]. The aim of the XDIR group is to 
develop an easy-to-use, efficient and fast system. Thus, this 
group proposed a prototype based on mobile devices [2]. 
There were found to be many advantages in this system such 
as: the system users do not always need an internet 
connection, and instead Wi-Fi can be sufficient for using the 
system. Moreover, mobile phone devices are a portable, easy 
to carry, and cost-effective tool compared with PCs [1]. 

Responding Relationship: there is a formula that defines 
the technique of the responding relationships as shown in (1) 
below [2]. 

SD= ∑qi←→∑rj                           (1) 

 

Whereas SD is a subject domain, qi means a group of 

questions that respond to a group of responses in a particular 

session. rj stands for a particular response in a session [2].  

 

 

TABLE I.          ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF B+ TREE 

INDEX TECHNIQUE.  

No Advantages Disadvantages 

1 It automatically re-organizes itself 

with small, local, changes when 

insertions and deletions occur.  

Extra insertion and 

deletion cause space 

overhead. 

2 The overhead is acceptable as the cost 

of file reorganisation is avoided.  
 

3 Reorganization of entire file is not 

required to maintain performance 
 

4 B+–Tree is an alternative to indexed-

sequential file. 
 

5 MySQL servers support B Tree index  

6 B Tree supports access concurrency   

TABLE II.       ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 

HASH INDEX TECHNIQUE. 

No Advantages Disadvantages 

1 Hash performance does not 

degrade with growth of file 

minimal space overhead 

Hash index may be less efficient 

than B tree  for particular string 

processing applications 

2 Hash indexing is efficient 

when the maximum 

number of entries can be 

predicted in advance. 

Hash tables may also be used as 

disk-based data structures and 

database indices,  although B–trees 

are more popular in these 

applications 

3 Fast for exact-match 

comparison  

Hash is used only for = or <=> 

comparison  

4 Whenever the indexed 

table is updated, the hash 

index is updated 

automatically.  

Poor for looking for range of values  

5 Search keys can be 

prefixed if the key can’t be 

used to find rows. 

Only whole search keys can be used 

to search for row, prefix of the key 

can’t be used to find rows.  

6  Hash index is stored in the main 

memory only.  

Figure 1 shows a corresponding relationship between the 

questions and responses. As soon as qi has been generated 

by the system, some rj’s will be hit back to qi’s. At the same 

time a number of rj’s will receive some qi’s concurrently. 

As a result the system has to consider this relationship as 

many to many [2].   

Since the WRS is based on the usage of mobile phone 
devices, and the communication method is wireless 
networking, the WRS should thus support a variety of sorts 
of both hardware and software mobile phones. Figure 1 
illustrates the relationships between questions and responses. 
When a qi has been triggered by the system, a number of rj’s 
will be hit back to qi’s. Meanwhile, the number of rj’s will 
receive a number of qi’s at the same time [2]. 
Specifications and Features of the WRS: 

A number of features and specifications need to be 
considered, which in some way are associated with the WRS 
database. Perhaps, some of these specifications are generic 
and will not be considered in this stage. The following 
specifications are the most important ones for the WRS: 

• Concurrency: it is obvious that the nature of the 
WRS leads to heavy concurrent operations in the 
session’s time.  
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Figure 1.      Logical relationship of wireless response system. 

• Usability: the WRS is being developed to be simple 
to use and fast in storing and retrieving data [1]. 

• Scalability: the volume of the disk space needed for 
this system is crucial. Furthermore, the growth of the 
database files is also needs to be worked out. 

• Extensibility: the numbers of queries in a certain 
time and to certain records of the database have to be 
figured out.  

• Data types: the WRS is a sophisticated system that is 
supposed to support different kinds of data such as 
video, sound, picture, and text.  

• Types of Queries: Different kinds of queries need 
different indexing techniques. For instance, some 
indexing techniques are good for exact-match 
comparisons; however, they are poor for queries that 
look for a range of values [24]. Therefore different 
queries scenarios need to be defined. 

•  Internationalization: the WRS is being developed to 
be an international system and can be used in 
different languages and different countries.  

• Generalization: in this stage the WRS should be a 
generic system, so it can be used for different life 
aspects and the Mobile Exam System (MES) is an 
example [25][26][27]. 

IV. METHODS  

A logical diagram was proposed for the WRS database. 

It is a generic framework for the WRS database. Basically, 

this framework includes three components, namely, 

disciplines, users, and results. Then, this framework was 

implemented using the appropriate technology which is 

MySQL. It is the most reliable and proper technology to 

implement this database and its relationships. Secondly, the 

current indexing techniques were studied and their 

advantages and disadvantages investigated. Thirdly, these 

techniques were compared in terms of the specifications and 

features of the WRS.  

A. Database Design  

It is assumed that the WRS needs a certain database 

management system in order to match the WRS’s 

specifications. Figure 2 shows the proposed framework for 

the WRS database. As can be seen, the diagram has three 

components as follows: first of all, disciplines: this 

component includes all entities representing subjects and 

discipline materials. Second, users: this component includes 

all people that deal with the system such as teachers, 

students and administrators. Third and finally, results: this is 

the biggest and most sophisticated component which 

includes exam sessions and the relevant materials and 

marking. This design provides a clear and flexible scheme. 

Thus, it can be reformed in future for other systems.   

B. Implmentation  

The WRS database has been developed using MySQL by 
the phpMyAdmin. This database has sixteen entities (tables) 
so far. However, the work on it is still on-going and further 
development and enhancement are being considered. The 
diagram in Figure 3 provides a visual overview of the WRS 
database design and the relationships between the tables. 
Each table includes additional details on the columns 
(attributes). 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Results    

An implementation of the database model for the WRS 
has been developed. This implementation is a generic 
scheme that can be adopted by other systems in future. The 
system is being integrated in the WRS by a researcher in the 
XDIR Group. It is being tested in order to find out any 
limitations. As far as the indexing technique is concerned, 
here is the comparison of B+ tree and Hash indexing 
techniques as follows: 

Having considered the advantages and disadvantages for 

both indexing techniques, as well as the comparison of these 

techniques in Tables I, II and III, we are able to figure out 

the following results: 
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Figure 2.      Generic Framework for WRS Database.  

 

• Since WRS is a system that offers flexible and easy-
to-use interfaces and functions, flexible and wide 
queries thus need to be accepted and accomplished. 
As a result, the B + tree indexing was selected to 
provide the required flexibility for broad queries.  

• The WRS database is being developed by MySQL 
technology. Hence this technology supports both 
indexing techniques. B+ Tree is more flexible and 
suitable for WRS with wide queries support. 

• The developed WRS database is a generic system, 
since the B+ tree indexing technique is intended for 
general purpose and is supported for different 
storage engines. Therefore, B+ tree would be the 
compatible technique for this system. 

• In terms of types of queries, the WRS database is a 
generic and flexible system. Therefore, the indexing 

that will be used must be efficient for a varying 
range of queries, which in this case is the B+ Tree. 

B. Discussion  

The efficiency of WRS is crucial as this system needs to 
be fast and reliable in order to cope with its purposes such as 
MES. As a consequence, this research investigated the most 
powerful indexing techniques in order to achieve an efficient 
DBMS. Subsequently, a comparison among these techniques 
has been accomplished.  As a result, this research proposes to 
use an indexing technique in order to achieve an efficient 
database system. The B+ Tree indexing technique is 
proposed to be the technique for the WRS as this is the most 
suitable one for this system. 

 

 
Figure 3.     Database Structure of WRS. 
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 TABLE III.      A COMPARISON OF B+ TREE AND HASH INDEXING.  

FEATURE OF 

WRS 
B+ tree Hash Remarks 

Keys of search 

and types of 

query. 

Efficient for 

range of values 

(e.g.,  prefix) 

Not efficient for 

range of values  

B+ Tree 

preferred  

Reorganization 

of data 

It is updated 

automatically 

It is updated 

automatically  

Both are 

acceptable   

Range of values Supports 

queries for a 

wide range of 

values 

Inefficient for 

range of values 

B+ Tree 

preferred  

Storage location  Only in main 

memory 

B+ Tree 

preferred 

ACCESS 

CONCURRENCY 
SUPPORTS 

CONCURRENCY 
Supports 

concurrency 

BOTH ARE 

ACCEPTABLE   

  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK    

A. Conclusion   

This research proposes an indexing technique for the WRS 
database, in order to achieve fast and reliable system. It is 
found that the B+ Tree is a powerful technique in terms of the 
WRS specification, and it is a great deal to use it.  Moreover, 
it has been developed and implemented a generic architecture 
for the WRS database that can be adapted by other relevant 
systems in future.  In brief, this research has accomplished a 
solid base for building an efficient and reliable database 
system for the WRS. 

B. Future Work   

Further research and investigation need to be carried out. 

Furthermore, it is recommended to be in the following areas:  

• Test the WRS database performance in order to 
confirm the indexing technique. 

•  Investigate the possibility of implementing XML 
technology in the WRS database in order to make it 
secure and reliable. 
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